Language Exposure: Do Spanish and English proficiency and use influence sentence acceptability?
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Background

Results

● Knowing the grammar rules of a language allows individuals to discriminate between grammatical and
ungrammatical sentences in a language.
● When someone knows two languages, the grammatical rules of each language sometimes mismatch.
● During language comprehension, it is possible that bilinguals either:
a) use only the grammar rules for the appropriate language context.
b) use grammar rules from either language when interpreting sentences in either language.
● We previously found that the second language grammar is accessible when interpreting sentences in the
first-learned language (Higby, 2016).
● In the current study, we investigated whether language proficiency and/or language use affect the degree
to which this cross-linguistic influence occurs.
● We predicted that frequent reading in the native language but not social media would yield lower
acceptability ratings in the native language, and that high Spanish and English proficiency would yield
high ratings.

Research Question
Do Spanish and English language use and proficiency affect sentence acceptability in Spanish?

Methods

Stimuli

● Causative sentences (N=48)
La chica brincó al poni por encima de la cerca durante el entrenamiento.
[The girl jumped the horse over the fence during training]
o The rider is denoted as the Causer of the event and Participants
the horse is the Agent because it is the one jumping.
● 41 Spanish- English bilinguals
o This sentence is considered ungrammatical in
● Ages: 18-38 (m = 26.9)
Spanish because controlled motion verb actions do ● 16 Spanish monolinguals
not permit an animate direct object. The subject is
● Ages: 18-41 (m = 29.2)
interpreted as the agent not the causer.
Bilinguals
o Filler sentences, which are grammatical. (N=92)
Mean
SD
Range
Mean
o Included different sentence structures
Prof
6.28
0.87 3.50-7.00 6.31
Spanish
● All sentences and instructions presented in Spanish
CDQ
4.67
0.51 2.75-5.00 4.80
● Sentences presented auditorily over speakers

Proficiency & Use Measures

Prof

5.76

1.22

1.50-7.00

3.08

4.49

0.67

2.25-5.00

2.31

● Naturalness judgment
1
Completely unnatural

5
Completely natural

Spanish functional
proficiency (CDQ)

Spanish Reading

Spanish Social Media

Spanish TV

Both bilinguals and
monolinguals who rated
themselves as more
proficient in Spanish gave
causative sentences lower
ratings.

Both bilinguals and
monolinguals who rated
themselves higher in their
ability to perform language
tasks gave causative
sentences lower ratings.

Less frequent Spanish
reading predicted higher
causative sentence ratings
for bilinguals, but no
relationship was found
for monolinguals.

Time spent using social
media in Spanish did not
predict causative
sentence ratings for
bilinguals or
monolinguals.

Time spent watching TV
in Spanish did not predict
causative sentence ratings
for bilinguals or
monolinguals.

Bilinguals: r = -.519 (p = .001)
Monolinguals: r = -.405 (p = .151)

Bilinguals: r = -.411 (p = .008)
Monolinguals: r = -.313 (p = .275)

Bilinguals: r = -.341 (p = .031)
Monolinguals: r = .303 (p = .292)

Bilinguals: r = -.228 (p = .157)
Monolinguals: r = .197 (p = .499)

Bilinguals: r = .243 (p = .131)
Monolinguals: r = .192 (p = .511)

Spanish Movies

Time spent watching
movies in Spanish did
not predict causative
sentence ratings for
bilinguals or
monolinguals.
Bilinguals: r = .201 (p = .213)
Monolinguals: r = .298 (p = .300)

Language Use in English
Bilingual   and  Monolingual   Reading   in  English

Monolinguals
SD

Range

0.79

4.67-7.00

0.37

3.55-5.00

1.34

1.00-6.17

0.97

1.00-4.80

Proficiency
16.10 11.91
0-37
24.75
9.38
0-37
● Self-rated language proficiency in each language
o Six language skills: listening comprehension, speaking fluency, reading comprehension, writing
fluency, vocabulary knowledge, and grammatical knowledge
o Scale: 1 (not at all proficient) to 7 (highly proficient)
o Can-Do Questionnaire
o Participants rated their ability to perform language tasks, such as I can read a novel.
o Scale: 1 (with difficulty) to 5 (easily)
Language Use
● Language Background Questionnaire
o Participants noted the amount of time they spent using each language in four language contexts:
reading, watching TV, watching movies, and using social media
Question: How often do you watch television in Spanish?
Never Less than 1 day per week 1-2 days per week 3-4 days per week 5-7 days per week

Sentence Ratings Task

Self-Rated Spanish
Proficiency

English Language Proficiency

English
CDQ
Age of arrival to the
U.S.

Language Use in Spanish

Spanish Language Proficiency

Self-Rated English
Proficiency

English functional
proficiency (CDQ)

English Reading

English Social Media

English TV

Proficiency across six
language skills in English
showed no significant
correlation with causative
sentence ratings.

Functional use of English
showed no significant
correlation with causative
sentence ratings.

Time spent reading in
English did not predict
causative sentence ratings
for bilinguals or
monolinguals.

Time spent using social
media in English did not
predict causative sentence
ratings for bilinguals or
monolinguals.

Time spent watching TV
in English did not predict
causative sentence ratings
for bilinguals or
monolinguals.

Bilinguals: r = -.193 (p = .233)
Monolinguals: r = .054 (p = .844)

Bilinguals: r = -.147 (p = .365)
Monolinguals: r = .137 (p = .639)

Bilinguals: r = .061 (p = .709)
Monolinguals: r = -.182 (p =.533)

Bilinguals: r = -.052 (p = .751)
Monolinguals: r = -.196 (p = .502)

Bilinguals: r = -.205 (p = .204)
Monolinguals: r = .233 (p = .424)

English Movies

Time spent watching
movies in English did not
predict causative sentence
ratings for bilinguals or
monolinguals.
Bilinguals: r = -.101 (p = .536)
Monolinguals: r = .-183 (p = .532)

Conclusion
● Spanish proficiency influences how bilinguals rate their acceptability of ungrammatical Spanish sentences that are grammatical in English.
Participants who rated their Spanish proficiency high across six skills rated causative sentences lower.
● Bilinguals who are less proficient in Spanish may be more likely to apply the English grammar rules when interpreting Spanish sentences.
● Spanish reading was the only language use variable to correlate with causative ratings. Bilinguals who read less often in Spanish rated causative
sentences higher.
● This finding may indicate that individuals who read less frequently in Spanish have less exposure to the formal structure of the language, and
thus they may find these sentences to be more natural than bilinguals who have more exposure to formal Spanish.
● Neither English use nor English proficiency correlated with causative sentence ratings.
● Perhaps because sentences were presented in Spanish, Spanish proficiency and use played a bigger role than English proficiency and use.
Although all participants were advanced or native-like in Spanish, subtle differences in Spanish proficiency affect the degree to which the
English grammar is available during Spanish sentence comprehension.
● This study extends previous work showing that bilinguals use both of their language’s grammars to interpret sentences. We show that even for highly
proficient Spanish-English bilinguals, Spanish proficiency and reading frequency are the primary factors affecting cross-linguistic influence.
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